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Ultrafast nonequilibrium Fourier-transform
two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy
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We present what we believe to be the first implementation of nonequilibrium two-dimensional IR spectros-
copy (2DIR) combining electronic excitation within the Fourier transform (FT) approach. Nonequilibrium
2DIR spectra of Mn2�CO�10 and its photoproducts are obtained in two modalities: photoexcitation at 400 nm,
either before a 2DIR probe or during the waiting time of the FT 2DIR measurement. Extending FT 2DIR to
nonequilibrium systems offers insight into complex condensed-phase reaction dynamics. © 2008 Optical So-
ciety of America

OCIS codes: 320.7100, 300.6340.
Two-dimensional IR spectroscopy (2DIR) provides ex-
perimental access to ultrafast molecular dynamics by
spreading congested condensed phase spectra into
two frequency axes [1,2]. 2DIR measurements also
report couplings between vibrational transitions, in-
tramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR), and vi-
brational population relaxation, as well as spectral
diffusion due to evolving solvent environments.
To date, the bulk of 2DIR experiment and theory has
focused on systems in electronic ground states.
Bredenbeck et al. [3] and Hamm et al. [4] have devel-
oped nonequilibrium variants of 2DIR by introducing
an optical perturbation before or during the 2DIR
measurement to study photoswitchable peptides [5],
disulfide bond breaking [6], and metal-to-ligand
charge transfer [7]. In addition, Chung et al. [8] have
used Fourier transform (FT) 2DIR as a probe of pro-
tein unfolding dynamics. We report here the intro-
duction of transient photochemistry to the
background-free FT implementation of 2DIR, which
offers advantages in sensitivity and independent
temporal and spectral resolution [9]. Further, we
have combined transient 2DIR spectroscopy with the
chirped-pulse upconversion detection technique
[10,11]. In this Letter nonequilibrium 2DIR describes
two different techniques: triggered-exchange 2DIR
(TE-2DIR) and transient-2DIR (t-2DIR). TE-2DIR
provides vibrational mode correlation in optically
triggered processes by mapping reactant vibrations
to product vibrations, thus avoiding ambiguities as-
sociated with one-dimensional transient absorption
methods [3]. Transient-2DIR extends to transient
species the structurally sensitive information inher-
ent to 2DIR, such as normal-mode coupling and
vibrational energy transfer rates with a temporal
dynamic range spanning multiple time scales.
Previous TE-2DIR experiments used a narrowband-
pump–broadband-probe approach, with the IR
pump spectral resolution determined by the band-
width of a tunable Fabry–Perot etalon—typically
5–10 cm−1—resulting in IR pump pulses of several
picoseconds duration, thus linking temporal and
spectral resolution [9]. A key advantage of the FT
implementation of TE-2DIR is that all pulses are ul-

trashort and the spectral resolution is limited by the
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maximum coherence time delay. Since the second
field–matter interaction is with an ultrashort pulse,
smaller waiting time delays can be probed, and the
UV pulse initiating the chemical reaction can excite
the system before appreciable IVR has taken place.
This is significant when IVR is fast ��1 to 2 ps�, as
the excitation energy rapidly randomizes among the
modes and excitation-detection frequency correlation
is rapidly lost [12,13]. A disadvantage of FT 2DIR,
however, lies in the technical difficulty of implement-
ing the technique as well as the higher demand for
phase stability. Combining the structural specificity
and femtosecond time resolution inherent to FT 2DIR
with UV photoexcitation, these techniques offer valu-
able insight into condensed-phase photochemistry.

The principles of 2DIR spectroscopy have been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere [2]. Briefly, a 2DIR spec-
trum is obtained by applying three femtosecond IR
pulses with wave vectors k1, k2, and k3, separated by
time delays t1 and t2, producing a signal in a phase-
matched background-free direction [Fig. 1(a)]. The
electric field is recovered by interferometric superpo-
sition with a local oscillator in a spectrometer. In TE-
2DIR, after vibrational labeling by the first two IR
pulses, an additional pulse is applied to trigger a
chemical process; the third pulse then probes the
transient photoproducts, which are correlated to the

Fig. 1. (Color online) Fourier-transform (a) 2DIR, (b)
t-2DIR, and (c) TE-2DIR pulse sequences. Red pulses rep-
resent k1 and k2, yellow represents k3, the radiated signal

is shown in orange, and UV pulses are shown in blue.
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initially excited reactant frequencies [Fig. 1(c)]. A
t-2DIR spectrum is measured by applying the excita-
tion pulse before the three IR pulses, thus obtaining
a full 2D correlation spectrum of the transient spe-
cies [Fig. 1(b)]. In this Letter we describe the optical
setup (Fig. 2) used to obtain nonequilibrium 2DIR of
Mn2�CO�10 and its photoproducts following UV exci-
tation.

The 2DIR spectrometer used here has been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere [11]. Briefly, 1 mJ of the
2 mJ output of a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire
laser, centered at 800 nm with a 1 kHz repetition
rate, generates near-IR pulses using �-barium borate
(BBO) in a dual optical parametric amplifier (OPA),
which is then used to generate two mid-IR pulses
(3 �J, 100 fs), centered at 2000 cm−1 with �100 cm−1

FWHM bandwidth, by difference-frequency genera-
tion (DFG) in separate 1 mm GaSe crystals. The first
IR beam is split into k1 and k2, and the second IR
beam is split into k3, tracer, and local oscillator (Fig.
2). The beams are aligned in a box geometry, and the
rephasing signal is measured in the ks=−k1+k2+k3
direction. The signal and reference local oscillator are
upconverted by sum-frequency generation in a
0.5 mm MgO:LiNbO3 crystal using a 45 �J highly
chirped pulse centered at 800 nm derived from the
Ti:sapphire amplifier before compression [11]. The
upconverted light is dispersed and detected with a
1340�100 pixel silicon CCD detector whose 20 active
rows are vertically binned before readout, enabling
single-shot detection at 1 kHz. To record a 2DIR spec-
trum for a given waiting time �t2�, the first time delay
�t1� is scanned continuously, and the heterodyned
spectra along with the corresponding motor positions
are collected synchronized to the laser. Rephasing
2DIR spectra require less than 8 s of total data acqui-
sition time for �16 ps of maximum t1 delay, yielding
a FT resolution of 2 cm−1.

UV pulses centered at 400 nm (�30 �J, �100 fs)
are generated by frequency doubling �200 �J of the
amplifier output in a 0.4 mm BBO crystal. The UV
beam is mechanically chopped to 250 Hz (25% duty
cycle). Alignment of the UV beam is optimized by
maximizing the contrast (pump on versus pump off)

Fig. 2. (Color online) Nonequilibrium 2DIR spectrometer.
The IR and UV beams are color coded according to the
pulse sequences in Fig. 1. The dotted beam represents the
tracer used for alignment and one-dimensional transient

absorption measurements.
of the dispersed vibrational echo [(DVE), t1= t2=0]
signal. Following alignment, the UV power is ad-
justed such that the bleach is �25% of the total DVE
signal intensity, corresponding to 15–20 �J of UV fo-
cused to a spot size of 300 �m FWHM. The UV–IR
time overlap is also set using the DVE signal; �=0 is
determined by scanning the UV pulse until the DVE
bleaches decrease to 50% of the maximum value. A
gravity-driven wire-guided liquid jet provides excel-
lent film stability with a film thickness of approxi-
mately 200 �m, and an adequate linear flow re-
freshes the sample between laser shots [14]. The jet
minimizes UV–IR temporal walk-off while reducing
nonresonant signal contributions. Because the refer-
ence beam is routed around the sample (Fig. 2), film
stability is critical for maintaining a constant rela-
tive phase between the signal and reference. Film
fluctuations measured by fringe-tracking interferom-
etry were found to have �60 nm rms deviations. Al-
though the film profile introduces small lensing ef-
fects, proper focusing and alignment of the beams
minimizes these effects on the 2D signal. The col-
lected data set contains both pumped (pump on) and
unpumped (pump off) �3 spectra as a function of t1.
After deinterlacing (Fig. 3), the pumped and un-
pumped data sets are Fourier transformed sepa-
rately. Difference 2D spectra are obtained by sub-
tracting the unpumped from the pumped absolute-
value rephasing 2DIR spectra. The 25% chopper duty
cycle provides three unpumped spectra for every
pumped spectrum corresponding to 1, 2, and 3 ms
sample refresh times. Proper flow rate was verified
by comparing the difference spectra at the different
refresh times.

The described setup has enabled us to measure
TE-2DIR and t-2DIR spectra of Mn2�CO�10 in cyclo-
hexane at 6 mM concentration, where excitation at
400 nm primarily cleaves the Mn–Mn bond [15],
yielding two Mn2�CO�5. Mn2�CO�10, whose 2DIR

Fig. 3. (Color online) Schematic representation of the 2D
data analysis process with a 25% chopper duty time. The
two sets of data (with and without UV pump) are collected
simultaneously. After deinterlacing the two sets are inter-
polated to uniform time points and Fourier transformed
separately; the final difference spectrum is computed in the

frequency domain.
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spectrum has been reported previously [11,13], exhib-
its three absorption peaks 1983, 2013, and 2045 cm−1

and one main photoproduct band centered at
1982 cm−1.

The TE-2DIR spectrum at �TE=1 ps, t2=25 ps [Fig.
4(a)] shows a positive peak at �1=2013 cm−1, �3
=1982 cm−1, indicating a correlation between the
2013 cm−1 mode in Mn2�CO�10 and the 1982 cm−1

mode in Mn2�CO�5. The t-2DIR spectrum at �=25 ps,
t2=1 ps [Fig. 4(b)] shows a dominant feature centered
around �1=1982 cm−1, �3=1982 cm−1, corresponding
to the photoproduct. The broadness of this feature in-
dicates that 25 ps after photolysis, the product mol-
ecules remain vibrationally hot, in agreement with
previous transient UV pump-IR probe experiments
[15]. The difference in relative amplitudes of the
transient features in TE-2DIR and t-2DIR is attrib-
uted to different overlap with the IR pulse envelopes,

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Triggered-exchange 2DIR spec-
trum at �TE=1 ps, t2=25 ps. (b) Transient 2DIR spectrum
of Mn2�CO�10 at �=25 ps, t2=1 ps. Negative features [un-
boxed (blue online)] arise from the depletion of ground-
state reactant molecules, while positive features [boxed
(red online)] are due to nonequilibrium photoproducts.
Contours smaller than 2% and larger than 30% of the
maximum amplitude are omitted for clarity. The spectra
are not corrected for the amplitude envelope of the mid-IR
pulses.
spectral overlap with the parent bleaches, as well as
differences in rotational diffusion and differences in
oscillator strength. Low-frequency diagonal and off-
diagonal bleaches are suppressed by tuning the
mid-IR pump pulses to the high-frequency region of
the spectrum so as to minimize the amplitude and 2D
line shape distortion of the transient features due to
spectral overlap.

Mn2�CO�10 presents a useful model system owing
to its strong carbonyl stretching modes, rich vibra-
tional level structure, and well-defined photoproduct.
An attractive feature of t-2DIR is that despite spec-
tral overlap with the parent molecule, the product
spectrum can still be easily separated. Additionally,
since the equilibrium dynamics of Mn2�CO�10 can be
determined by 2DIR, the photoproduct contribution
can be isolated—a capability unavailable in conven-
tional transient absorption spectroscopy. A full char-
acterization of the photochemistry of Mn2�CO�10, in-
cluding reaction pathways, vibrational and electronic
relaxation, as well as geminate rebinding ratios, can
be investigated with nonequilibrium 2DIR and will
be reported elsewhere. Further enhancements of the
technique will include transient differential absorp-
tive 2D spectra by recording both rephasing and non-
rephasing signals, using the unpumped data for
phasing. This is a general technique and can be used
to study a wide range of photochemical processes
with femtosecond time resolution and spectral reso-
lution limited only by the molecular transitions.
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